
Pitch Deck / Hackathon Presentation



0001 ##Team (One Man Army)

My name is Ahmad Alaziz, I am a 22 years old 
developer from Syria living in Poland.

Programming is my passion, and I believe it is the 

closest thing we have to magic in the 21st century. 

During this hackathon I have been the sole

Designer and Programmer of the project

You can checkout a plethora of other projects I

developed on my website

http://www.ahmadalaziz.com/


0010 ##Why me?

I GET. SHIP.  DONE.
Yes, ship… 

I am familiar with all stages of development, from UI/UX to Frontend and Backend 

Development.  I am known for shipping stuff fast and shipping stuff nice. 



0011 – 
The Echo 
Chamber 
Problem 
Problem 
Problem 
Problem
Problem

Definition

An echo chamber is an environment, particularly prevalent nowadays in 
social media platforms, where a person only encounters information or 
opinions that reflect and reinforce their own.

Implications

Echo chambers can escalate social polarization and misinformation, 
fostering conflicts and bias. 

Need for a solution

The increasing presence of echo chambers necessitates solutions that 
expose individuals to a variety of viewpoints, thereby promoting broader 
understanding in society.



0100 - Call in the Hero
Debated.AI Is a comprehensive tool for exploring different perspectives through entertaining
AI-powered debates. The users can create debates of their own using one of two modes:

1) Quick Start Mode:
• Simply enter a topic and let our AI do all the magic. You will be exposed to an amusing 

debate between two Ais holding opposing views on the matter, with each AI trying to 
defend their own perspective.

2) Custom Mode:
• Take full control over the debate, deciding upon then names, stances and even personalities 

of each AI Debater.

• Building Bridges: Our platform also has a unique feature that when turned on allows the AI to 
strive towards finding common ground, promoting constructive conversations and finding 
potential solutions



0101 - Did someone say Working DEMO?

Demo Link

Github Link

https://debated-ai-336f.vercel.app/
https://github.com/Ahmad-Alaziz/Debated-Hackathon


0110 - Whats the Market Saying?
Size Does Matter
• New York, June 01, 2023 — With the influx of consumer generative AI programs like

Google’s Bard and OpenAI’s ChatGPT, the generative AI market is poised to explode,
growing to $1.3 trillion over the next 10 years from a market size of just $40 billion in 2022

• Social Media is not going anywhere either, with giants like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,
Tiktok and recently Threads… The Echo Chamber problem is at an all time high

Target Audience
• Public Speakers and Debaters: Individuals involved in public speaking, including debaters,

could use your tool to understand the counterarguments to their positions and to prepare
for their debates.

• Educational Sector: Teachers, students, and educational institutions could use
Debated.AI as a tool to facilitate learning and foster critical thinking on various topics.

• Tech Enthusiasts: Use to engage with innovative uses of AI, as well as enjoying the
entertaining aspect of watching two AIs battle in intellectual debates



0111 - Revenue Stream - Dolla dolla bill y’all 

1. Freemium + credit-based system : After using up their free trial credits, users can buy more
credits to continue creating debates. You can offer various credit packages at different price
points to cater to different usage needs.

2.Subscription Plans: Offer monthly or annual subscriptions for unlimited debates or a set
number of debates per month. Subscriptions could include additional perks like priority access to
new features or faster AI response times.

3.Education/Business Packages: Offer special packages to educational institutions or
businesses, which could include bulk credits for multiple users or advanced features suitable for
group or classroom settings.

4.Sponsorships and Partnerships: Partner with other companies or organizations for sponsored
debates or topics. For example, a news organization might sponsor a series of debates on
current events.



1000 – Competitors and Uniquenes
Competitors:

1.Kialo: An online platform designed to facilitate respectful debates and discussions.
• Differentiator: While Kialo relies on users to construct arguments, Our platform uses AI to present a 

balanced perspective, reducing human bias.

2.Change My View: A subreddit designed for people to have their views challenged.
• Differentiator: Debated.AI offers a more focused platform, facilitating understanding rather than merely 

challenging views. It is also much more entertaining to watch two AI’s debate live. 

Unique Selling Proposition of Debated.AI:
• AI-Powered Debates: Artificial Intelligence creates balanced debates, minimizing human bias and presenting 

diverse perspectives.

• Customization: Users can dictate the character and viewpoints of AI debaters, allowing for personalized 

debate experiences.
• Building Bridges Feature: The platform encourages AI to find common ground, promoting constructive 

dialogues and potential resolutions.

• User-Friendly Interface: Debated.AI provides a streamlined, easy-to-navigate platform for users to engage 

in intellectual discourse.



1001 - A peak into the Future

• Create Watch Section where users can watch previous debates and vote on the best 
ones

• Improve Solution Finding functionality

• Add Analysis to the debates + generate PDFs and DOCS of debate points

• Add a fair news section where daily news is shown, only this time it shows you every 
perspective on each matter

• Famous Debate Personas

The possibilities are endless!



Farewell 
Fellow 
Humans


